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Overview

Soul Æther is an alternate world in which two hidden cabals, Science and Magic, are locked in

an eternal cold war. The only hope is a small group of alchemists who have harnessed the

power of everlasting life through reincarnation.

This is a new breed of entertainment medium; a young adult sci-fantasy world that spans

NFTs, animated series, games and metaverse experiences and beyond. It’s a world that aims

to inspire and uplift through strong values and themes that seek to influence positive change

in the real world.

For over two years we have been developing this cross platform sci-fantasy world, writing

feature scripts, building mobile game prototypes, crafting graphic novels and developing

characters, artwork and the dense and expansive lore of the world. Having come from the

film, gaming, advertising and XR industries, we wanted to explore a new way of building a

world that combined several mediums from day one, allowing us to create a narrative

experience that is enhanced at every touchpoint for our fans. Our canon being the rich story

of our alchemists and their journey throughout history maintaining balance between magic

and science.

When the Web3 and NFT scenes started to gain momentum we saw an opportunity to build a

community and fans, give that community a stake in our world, and incentivise them to help

build the world with us in a way that is open and collaborative. That has led us to now, where

we’re using an NFT drop to catalyze this world and start what we believe will be a very long

journey, hopefully together. This is the next decade of our lives. We want to create an

entertainment world that rivals the likes of Harry Potter, but is built for the modern world.

We’ve got some help with that too, landing the x COO of Disney, Tom Staggs as an investor

and advisor. Along with Tom we’ve got Weta FX Executive Producer, Matt Dravitzki, Australia's

largest VC fund Blackbird backing us, and partners like Rarity Punks helping us on the

journey.
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Project Vision

We’re aiming to create a story-driven world, not a crypto-driven world. While NFTs and crypto

play a role, they are not the hero. We want this world to extend well beyond Web3 and crypto

communities and into the mainstream. The goal for us is to always put the story at the

forefront of our priorities; every touchpoint should take you deeper into the world. From the

way we run and interact on our discord, to the mint, to the screening of our animated series,

to the storyverse we’re building, it’s all about the story!

We also believe in using the almighty power of storytelling for good. The young adult genre is

a particularly fertile ground to evoke positive change. We all remember that movie or series

that stuck with us forever. Soul Æther explores themes relevant to today’s challenges and has

an underlying goal to promote balance. Our vision is to create a community that has a positive

impact on the real world, not just the virtual.

Success for us looks like; in a decade's time Soul Æther is a thriving and vibrant community

with millions of members and fans. The world stretches from animated shows to live action

feature films, NFTs, merch, online and virtual events and experiences. We have insanely epic

games and our storyverse is an exciting and rich virtual space to interact with other souls to

play, learn and inspire. We want to harness the potential of Web3 and crypto to allow our

community to share in our success. As the world grows, so too will the value of your SÆ

assets. Not only that but we will create play and earn games, introduce staking and of course

eventually create a token economy.

We also want to ensure this world is open and connected, not a closed wall garden. We want

SÆ to sit amongst the current and future players in this space, we believe in a metaverse that

is open and transparent, built on a set of shared principals that allows for interoperability. Our

Vision is vast and it is large, but it’s rooted in a desire to create a positive impact on the real

world through an exciting and dynamic story. Our core values lie in balance, diversity and

environmental protection, and we believe that stories are the best way to inspire these in

others. We hope you’ll join us on the journey.
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Community vision

We want to create a community that has an invested interest in the world and helps us create

the world together. This doesn’t mean we’re outsourcing our creativity, it means that we’re

taking our community on the journey with us. We will share concept art, plot lines, character

ideas and all of our creative development. In return our community will provide feedback,

vote, come up with ideas and push the world in a way we haven’t thought of. While we will be

driving the bus, we’re open to directions from the passengers. The hope is that we all arrive at

a destination we love and everybody prospers from the journey.

Our goal is to build a long term sustainable community that thrives, inspires one another and

grows together. We don’t want a static fan base, we want engaged and loyal players who feel

like Soul Æther is their own. We see this playing out virtually and IRL, through events,

meetups, eventually LBE (location based experiences), and so much more.

In the first instance our community will be holders of our character NFTs. This will grant

exclusive behind the scenes access to the development of Soul Æther. By owning an

alchemist you have been given a key to the ecosystem.
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Roadmap

Over the past two years we have been developing the story, characters, setting and lore of

Soul Aether. We’ve explored the core mediums that we want to develop and have tested our

concepts within them. We’ve then developed a plan to execute on our vision in a way that

was meaningful and sustainable. There are 4 stages in phase 1 of our plan, each of which

finance the next stage and help build our community.

1. NFTs

First drop

6,699 x 3D characters based on our 3 hero alchemists. All have unique features, traits,

abilities and elements. Playable and tradeable in the metaverse. Full body, with the

plan to rig for animation in future.

A big part of Soul Æther is culture. A big part of culture is fashion. We want to bring

alchemy out of castles and dungeons and into the 21st century. We want to guccify

alchemy. All of our characters will look incredible, with over 230 custom clothing and

accessory designs that pull from our world’s influences of science, magic and alchemy.

The goal with our first drop is to introduce our three key Alchemists to the world, build

a community around our vision, build capital to fund the animated series, graphic

novels and initial storyverse development, creating excitement and momentum for the

journey ahead.

Second drop

33,333 x Element NFTs. The playable mechanic of our world. These are more like

playing cards and will be based on 30 key elements relevant to our world. These will

become more and more useful as we develop more games and experiences - more

coming on this!
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Further Drops

Further drops will be the remainder of our 27 characters, always dropped in groups of

3. (you’ll encounter the number 3 a lot in SÆ). We will also be releasing real estate in

our storyverse in the form of studies; the homes of our alchemists. Use them for online

hangs, mini games, heck you could host a virtual yoga class in one if you like.

Reincarnation airdrops

Your character may reincarnate from time to time. You will receive via airdrop an

additional character to the one you currently own, unique but similar… a reincarnation!

Community Incentives

⏀ Access to the SÆ community

⏀ Governance and active roles in the creative development of SÆ

⏀ Access to digital and real world events

⏀ Digital and physical merch

⏀ Joining a cultural movement - promoting and supporting gender, racial and

environmental diversity

⏀ Trailers, sneak peaks, early access, additional exclusive content, BTS

Other Incentives

⏀ Potential Increase in NFT value as world grows in popularity

⏀ Earning of Element and Memory NFTs, which users can use or sell on our

marketplace

⏀ Early access to SÆ NFT drops

⏀ Airdrops; elements, outfits, reincarnations, gadgets, potions, short stories,

content

⏀ Ability to monetize assets - rental of spaces, staking of elements, staking of

characters

NFT Allocation: Aether team and Collaborators: 200 / Investors: 100 / Public: 6,399
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2. Animated Series / Graphic Novel

A young Alchemist pursues a dark force through centuries of human history, trying to

stop an enemy intent on destroying the very fabric of existence itself... The Soul

Æther!

Series / Graphic novel purpose

This world is all about the story. What better way to explore that than through an

animated series, pulling from our NFTs and other world art work. The ultimate goal of

the series is to create a powerful narrative that builds true fans and expands the reach

and scale of Soul Æther. This world is not limited to crypto natives or NFT traders. We

want SÆ to reach the masses, and a series is the best way to achieve that vision.

Tone / Style

Imagine arcane meets Love, death + robots meets Quantum leap. This is made for

young adults but not in a patronizing way. It’s witty and fast paced, it’s got depth and

intrigue. Ultimately it’s an origin story with a fair whack of world building, but not the

type that gets boring and feels like you're watching a show made purely out of

exposition. It focuses heavily on Kae and will be a character story more than an action

adventure, although there will be a healthy dose of that in there too.

Distribution

The goal is to get this series onto a streamer and exposed to as many eyeballs as

possible. Ideally we’ll sell the series for at least what we made it for and reinvest those

profits into our storyverse development.

Graphic Novel

There will be a graphic novel to accompany each episode of the series. Not identical

to the episode, but complimentary, whether a character side story, a hidden plot point

or maybe just a little tangent to add depth to the world and it’s characters. Each

graphic novel will have a limited NFT run for the true fans to own a piece of history.
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3. Storyverse

A place for fans to explore and engage in the world of SÆ through narrative

experiences, games, hangout spaces, studies, education experiences and their own

creations. Online, mobile and in VR.

Our storyverse is based within Al Tanoor, the home of the alchemists. Al Tanoor is set

inside a hollowed out volcano, with a crystal ceiling that connects to the Soul Æther.

Above the ceilings sits a shallow lake that hides the city from the world but lets the

light in to refract off the crystal interior. This city has been constructed over thousands

of years and is where the alchemists and their companions live and learn. It’s a

complex and eclectic environment, full of mystery and enchantment. It’s a place you

could hang out and explore for hours on end.

Our Vision for the Storyverse is to create a place for our community to engage in, go

deeper into the world and feel like they are immersed in the world. Imagine being able

to explore Hogwarts, hang out in Harry's dorm, explore the caves underneath. That’s

what this will be for fans of Soul Æther.

We will release our storyverse in stages, first with mini experiences; a place to test

elements, a theater to enjoy our series, a common space to meet fellow alchemists.

Then eventually we will release the city as an open world. Within this world you will be

able to purchase studies and other real estate. You will then be able to rent this out to

others, host events there, or make it your own private club.

We also want this to be an open world that accepts other avatars and NFTs. Want to

invite an Ape, sure, let them in on the magic.
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4. Game - Soul Echo

When an alchemist challenges the conventions of their practice and a transmutation

goes terribly wrong, they are wiped of their memory and all past lives memories. In

order to re-discover who they are and who they have been, they must journey into the

world and let the their memories flow back through the inspiration of their

environment and the echoes that lay within.

Soul Echo is a wandering game in which players seek elements in order to unlock the

hidden memories of the alchemist’s past lives. By discovering these clues you will use

your elements to create transmutations, spells and enchantments that will unlock

these memories in the form of videos, images, stories and other mediums. Throughout

this journey you will unlock other elements, encounter puzzles and quests and even

be able to mint your discovered stories to earn from your adventures. The core

premise behind this game is to create an artistic and story-driven experience that pulls

players deeper into the world, its characters, setting and lore. We want to create a way

for players to unlock mini stories of the world that they then own and can either add to

their collection or sell on the open market. Whilst this is a play to earn game we also

want to create it to be a play to give game, where we funnel proceeds from sales of

memories and elements to selected charities that align with Soul Æther’s core values.

5. Beyond

Eventually we aim to create live action films and shows, LBE, merchandise and more.

But for now the focus needs to be on the first four steps. Do them right and the rest

will follow. We have started this world with entertainment in mind. This is not a

crypto-led project but a story led project. Our advisors come from Disney and Weta

and our connections run deep into the world of entertainment. Everything we do will

be focussed on pushing the narrative and growing the community through fandom.
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Founders

Ben Forman - Creator / Business

Ben Forman is co-founder and CEO of Wrestler Agency and Studios. After a short stint in

the film world working on The Hobbit, Ben realized he was destined to forge his own path.

He started one of NZ's first commercial drone companies, was a pioneer in XR within NZ

and now runs one of NZ's top cross platform creative agencies, creating global campaigns

for the likes of Allbirds, Niantic, Education NZ and many more. Whether it’s crypto, NFTs,

VR, or any new creative platform, Ben looks for opportunities to use these new

technologies to leverage greater forms of storytelling, and the potential to create positive

change through that. In 2019 Ben was recognized in the illustrious Forbes 30 under 30. He

also sits on the board of TVNZ.

Kat Lintott (Ngai Tahu) - Creator / Culture

Kat is the co-founder of Wrestler Agency and Studios. She has been experimenting with

storytelling and interactive media since 2014. Her passion is to use new technology and

creative platforms to empower people in the real world and have a positive impact on

themselves or their community. Her focus is always in challenging the obvious and easy

types of content for more empowering interactions. Kat works across all platforms from

mobile games to episodic content. Kat is on the board of Women in Film and TV and

Science for Technological Innovation. She is also a fellow of the Edmund Hillary

Fellowship.

Kris Hermansson - Creator / Writer

Kris has over 15 years experience scriptwriting for film and television. Most recently he

was showrunner on two seasons of Yap Trap, an award winning animated kids comedy

show, and an upcoming live action series Self-Help. He also has signed a

development deal with Adult Swim to develop an adult animated series. Kris is also a

highly experienced Creative Director who has worked on multiple, award-winning

global campaigns for some of the most influential brands on the planet. Projects he

has overseen have been awarded numerous Cannes Lions (multiple gold & titanium),

Webby Awards, D&AD’s, The One Show, AWWWARDS and FWA’s. Kris is currently

working as a Creative Director for E-Sport behemoth Riot Games.
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Advisors / Investors

Tom Staggs  /
X COO & CFO of Disney / Chair of Disney
Parks / Board of Spotify

Matthew Dravitizki  /
Executive Producer at Weta FX

Yoseph Ayele  /
Co-founder of the Edmund Hillary Fellowship

Songyi Lee  /
Co-founder of Weave

Blackbird Ventures  /
VC

Icehouse Ventures  /
VC

Creative Team

Natasha Turner /
Producer

Eugene Park  /
Developer

Paige Koedijk /
Lead Artist / Stylist

JC  /
3D Character Artist

Jeff Jones /
Lead Developer

Dan Mercer  /
Design Advisor

Aaron Black /
Concept Artist

April  Gourdie /
Fashion Designer

Michelle Nordal Santos /
Graphic Designer

Alice  Galinski /
Fashion Designer

Tim Crosley  /
Animator

Anna Edgerton /
Composer

Partners

Weta FX  /
Concept Art

Rarity Punks  /
Rarity

Psychoactive  /
Web Design

Wax Eye  /
Trailer Animation
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The Business

The business is currently set up as a private company, and for now that allows us to build with

speed and create momentum. Long term our goal is to make SÆ available to our community

through a governance token. We would also like to explore evolving Aether Ltd into a DAO,

again giving more control and access to our community. This needs to be carefully managed

in order to maintain creative quality and consistency of story and brand, however we believe

there is a way to achieve all of these things harmoniously. We are passionate about

embracing the philosophy of Web3, creating better businesses for a better world through an

open and transparent community driven approach.

Our financial model is designed to be relatively self sufficient, requiring little further

investment from VCs. The NFTs catalyze the first capital injection which will fund the animated

series, we then sell the animated series and use it as a marketing tool to gain more fans and

build the community. From there we do more NFT drops and invest that money into our

Storyverse. The Storyverse is then monetized through property purchases and additional

products. That money then goes into funding the game development. From there we will

likely team up with a studio to produce live action content and bring in external financing to

make that as big as we dream it can be.

The core thing to note is that this is a long term world building project where all of the money

is reinvested into the project. The business has been set up in such a way that everything is

transparent and professional, echoing that of the multimillion dollar organizations that two of

our founders both sit on the boards of. We also have experienced investors who are ensuring

all the correct checks and balances are in place. There is no way for any of the founders or

investors to siphon any cash or crypto from the business. We are paid a wage and will be

randomly allocated NFTs and other assets as everyone else is. We will also put rules in place

to ensure team members don’t have insider advantage in early trading. Aether is built for long

term growth.

Our Values
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Balance

The world of Soul Æher is exploring the tension of two worlds that we believe is true

for a large majority of humanity, the tension between technology and the natural

world. Our lives are becoming more and more synthetic and our connection with

mother earth is diminishing. We represent this tension through our two antagonists,

science and magic. In Soul Æther each of these groups believe that one way is better

than the other. Science wants to go fully AI, synthesize the earth and drive humanity

into cybernetic organisms. Magic wants the opposite, to strip the world of its

technology and go fully back to the way we were when we first evolved to take foot

on this planet. The alchemists have a different view, neither is right and neither is

wrong, if balance can be obtained then both can live in harmony and create a world

that is abundant for all. This theme of balance runs through Soul Æther in the

characters themselves too, with each alchemist having to balance their two merged

souls, finding harmony between who they are and the lives of who they used to be.

We hope that this value and theme of balance will create a positive impact on our

audience to seek that out in their own lives.

Racial Diversity

Given that the alchemists reincarnate into different bodies, race is not perceived in the

same way it is in our society. They have an evolved perspective that allows them to

free themselves of any racial bias or prejudice. We hope that through exploring the

world through an alternative lens, we can help foster a more open and accepting

world when it comes to race.
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Gender Diversity

The same applies with gender. Our alchemists might be a man one lifetime, a woman

the next, non binary another. Because of this our alchemists are gender fluid and

dynamic. We explore what removing these gendered roles can do to a community and

how that plays out across relationships, identity, fashion and beyond

Environmental Protection

We believe that storytelling is at the heart of humanity, everything we do is built

around stories. For this reason we believe that one of the most powerful efforts in the

fight to save ourselves from destruction is to create a narrative of what life could be

and show how to get there. For this reason our world takes a more utopian view on

society and the planet, and aims to show a world we collectively strive to create.
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